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Make a Business Decision!

Label: Just Flight
Developer: Commercial Level Simulation
Genre: Flight Simulation
Release: OUT NOW
SRP: £16.99/€24.95/$29.99

VLJ Business Jet, the latest F-Lite title from Just Flight is now available to purchase as a boxed version. Please click here for product and ordering details. The VLJ is also available to purchase as a download product from Just Flight.

VLJ Business Jet is an example of a new generation of small personal aircraft. Known in the industry as VLJs (Very Light Jets) they are designed to be operated by a single pilot and bring business jet ownership or travel by air taxi into a more affordable arena.

Now, thanks to the acclaimed development team at CLS, virtual pilots can be the first to fly an aviation first! The aircraft is designed to the very highest standards both inside and out, and boasts a wide range of brilliant features. It’s clear from the detailed exterior model with its beautiful liveries to the high quality 2D and 3D cockpits and accurate avionics that VLJ Business Jet is clearly aimed at the discerning business user who wants to get where he’s going!

- Highly detailed exterior model with 13 liveries and animations that includes a pilot who can be seen moving even when viewed from outside the aircraft.
- Fantastic interior includes 2D and virtual cockpits as well as cabin and lots of great features including 3D buttons in the VC.
- The animations need to be seen to be fully appreciated. Elevators and ailerons droop when Hydraulics are off, passenger doors, engines and wingtips open (in maintenance mode); Engine fans rotate, wipers wipe and there are some very neat effects that include snow on the windows!
- The package is complemented by a comprehensive manual with a brilliant tutorial that will help virtual business travellers get the most from their VLJ.

The F-Lite range is designed to provide aircraft that are not only extremely high in detail and visually impressive but also less demanding to fly than complex procedural simulators.
SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS: Microsoft™ Flight Simulator X or 2004 – Windows XP

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS: PC with 2.0GHz (equivalent or higher) processor (2.5GHz for FSX), 512Mb RAM (1.0Gb for FSX), graphics card with 128Mb (or higher) video memory, DVD-ROM drive, Hard disc space 1.0Gb

**About Just Flight**

Just Flight is the world’s leading flight simulation specialist, publishing a wide variety of digital aviation products. Their range comprises a multitude of different titles, including stand alone flight simulations as well as add-ons for Microsoft’s multi-million selling Flight Simulator and Combat Flight Simulator. Just Flight also has Just Trains, a specialist label devoted to stand alone train simulators as well as add-ons for the ever-popular Microsoft Train Simulator.

A British company, based in Huntingdon, Just Flight has been established for over ten years. It prides itself on quality, value and customer service, which it backs up with a unique money-back guarantee on all its products.

**About CLS**

Commercial Level Simulations is a recently-founded development team that design flight simulator expansion software. Based in The Netherlands, CLS has quickly established itself in the market and is recognised as a leading developer in this field. The key to their success has been to develop a wide range of popular aircraft that are well designed and fun to fly for beginner and expert alike. The crew at CLS have the benefit of many years experience in flight sim development and a number of their products have won awards.